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Errata V2.20.3 for OASIS Data Submission Specifications V2.20.0 

Errata History 
05/13/2016 Issues 01-03 were added. 
06/21/2016 Issues 04-05 were added; issue 02 was revised. 
09/29/2016 Issues 06-10 were added; issues 04 and 05 were revised. 

Issue 
ID 

Problem Resolution Status 

01 Edit -5360, a warning FORMAT edit for 
valid version values, is currently 
mapped to item SPEC_VRSN_CD.  
However, edit -5460 a fatal 
CONSISTENCY edit, is also mapped to 
SPEC_VRSN_CD, and enforces valid 
version values as well. 

Edit -5360 will no longer be mapped to SPEC_VRSN_CD.  If an invalid 
SPEC_VRSN_CD is submitted, edit -5460 will be reported. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 

02 There was one item listed in the data 
specs as having item type Code, but it 
should have item type Number: 

M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A
2 

Item M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A2 will now have item type Number. 

NOTE:  The following items were included in the previous version of this issue.  Their 
item type should remain Code. 

M1322_NBR_PRSULC_STG1 

M1332_NBR_STAS_ULCR 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs.  

03 Edit -4421 currently reads as follows: 

If M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW=[0], 
then all active items from 
M2003_MDCTN_FLWP through 
M2005_MDCTN_INTRVTN must equal 
[^]. 

While this is correct, 
M2005_MDCTN_INTRVTN is never 
active on a RFA where 
M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW is active.  
Therefore, the edit can be revised for 
clarity. 

Edit -4421 will be revised as follows: 

If M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW=[0], then M2003_MDCTN_FLWP must equal [^]. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 
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04 Edit -4431 reads as follows: 

If M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW=[1], 
then all active items from 
M2003_MDCTN_FLWP through 
M2030_CRNT_MGMT_INJCTN_MDCT
N must not equal [^]. 

However, in the data specifications 
database, the edit is only mapped to 
M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW, 
M2003_MDCTN_FLWP, and 
M2005_MDCTN_INTRVTN. 

Update:  Since 
M2005_MDCTN_INTRVTN is never 
active on the same RFA as 
M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW, it will no 
longer be mapped to this edit. 

Edit -4431 will be revised to add mappings to the following items in the data 
specifications database: 

M2010_HIGH_RISK_DRUG_EDCTN 

M2020_CRNT_MGMT_ORAL_MDCTN 

M2030_CRNT_MGMT_INJCTN_MDCTN 

Update:  The mapping to M2005_MDCTN_INTRVTN will be deleted. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 

05 Edit -4441 reads as follows: 

If M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW=[9], 
then all active items from 
M2003_MDCTN_FLWP through 
M2030_CRNT_MGMT_INJCTN_MDCT
N must equal [^]. 

However, in the data specifications 
database, the edit is not mapped to item 
M2003_MDCTN_FLWP. 

Update:  This edit is currently mapped 
to M2016_DRUG_EDCTN_INTRVTN.  
However, M2001_DRUG_RGMN_RVW 
is never active on the same RFA as 
M2016_DRUG_EDCTN_INTRVTN. 

Edit -4441 will be revised to add a mapping to item M2003_MDCTN_FLWP in the 
data specifications database. 

 

Update:  The existing mapping to M2016_DRUG_EDCTN_INTRVTN will be deleted. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 
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06 For item 
M1033_HOSP_RISK_MLTPL_HOSPZT
N, the label in the data specifications 
reads as follows: 

Hosp risk: 2+ hospitalizations in past 12 
months 

The label is incorrect, as the time frame 
should be the past 6 months. 

The item label for M1033_HOSP_RISK_MLTPL_HOSPZTN shall be revised to read 
as follows: 

Hosp risk: 2+ hospitalizations in past 6 months 

This change is retroactive for all spec versions that have contained this item.  

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 

07 Edit -5410 currently reads as follows: 

If M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 
is active, then its value must be less 
than or equal to 
M1311_NTSG_CVRG_E1. 

There is a typo in the reference to item 
M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1; NTSG 
should be NSTG. 

Edit -5410 will be revised to read as follows: 

If M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 is active, then its value must be less than or 
equal to M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 

08 Edit -5121 currently reads as follows: 

If 
M1306_UNHLD_STG2_PRSR_ULCR=[
1], then 
M1307_OLDST_STG2_AT_DSCHRG 
and all active items from 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1 
through 
M1320_STUS_PRBLM_PRSR_ULCR 
must not equal [^]. 

However, there are several “number of 
pressure ulcers at SOC/ROC” items 
within the edit range that must be 
allowed to equal [^] because of other 
skip pattern edits (see the edits defined 
in issue 10). 

Edit -5121 will be revised to read as follows: 

If M1306_UNHLD_STG2_PRSR_ULCR=[1], then the following items must not equal 
[^]: M1307_OLDST_STG2_AT_DSCHRG, M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1, 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG3_B1, M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG4_C1, 
M1311_NSTG_DRSG_D1, M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1, 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_F1,  M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_STG2_A, 
M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_STG3_B, M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_STG4_C, 
M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_NSTG_DRSG_D, 
M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_NSTG_CVRG_E, 
M1313_NW_WS_PRSULC_NSTG_TSUE_F,  M1320_STUS_PRBLM_PRSR_ULCR. 

This change will be 
made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 
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09 Edit -5370 reads as follows: 

If 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A
2 is active, then its value must be less 
than or equal to 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1. 

This edit should only apply when the 
value for item 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1 is 
greater than 0. 

There is a similar problem for the 
following edits:   

-5380, -5390, -5400, -5410 and -5420 

Edit -5370 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A2 is active, then 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1. 

Edit -5380 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG3_B1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG3_B2 is active, then 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG3_B2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG3_B1. 

Edit -5390 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG4_C1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG4_C2 is active, then 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG4_C2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG4_C1. 

Edit -5400 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NSTG_DRSG_D1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NSTG_DRSG_SOCROC_D2 is active, then 
M1311_NSTG_DRSG_SOCROC_D2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NSTG_DRSG_D1. 

Edit -5410 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 is active, then 
M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1. 

Edit -5420 will be revised to read as follows:   

If M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_F1 is greater than 0, and 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_SOCROC_F2 is active, then 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_SOCROC_F2 must be less than or equal to 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_F1. 

These changes will 
be made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 
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10 The item set instructions specify that 
when the M1311 SOC/ROC items (A2, 
B2, C2, D2, E2 and F2) are active, they 
should be skipped if their companion 
items (A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1) are 
equal to 0.  The skip pattern edits for 
these items are not present in the data 
specifications. 

The following edits of type SKIP and severity FATAL will be added to the data 
specifications: 

Edit -5371: 

(a) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1=0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A2 is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG2_A1>0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG2_A2 is active, it must not be equal to [^]. 

Edit -5381: 

(a) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG3_B1=0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG3_B2 is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG3_B1>0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG3_B2 is active, it must not be equal to [^]. 

Edit -5391: 

(a) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG4_C1=0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG4_C2 is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NBR_PRSULC_STG4_C1>0, then if 
M1311_NBR_ULC_SOCROC_STG4_C2 is active, it must not be equal to [^]. 

Edit -5401: 

(a) If M1311_NSTG_DRSG_D1=0, then if M1311_NSTG_DRSG_SOCROC_D2 
is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NSTG_DRSG_D1>0, then if M1311_NSTG_DRSG_SOCROC_D2 
is active, it must not be equal to [^]. 

Edit -5411: 

(a) If M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1=0, then if M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 
is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NSTG_CVRG_E1 >0, then if M1311_NSTG_CVRG_SOCROC_E2 
is active, it must not be equal to [^]. 

Edit -5421: 

(a) If M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_F1 =0, then if 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_SOCROC_F2 is active, it must be equal to [^]. 

(b) If M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_F1 >0, then if 
M1311_NSTG_DEEP_TSUE_SOCROC_F2 is active, it must not be equal to 
[^]. 

These changes will 
be made in the next 
version of the 
OASIS Data 
Submission Specs. 
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